
Ojcowa Flavors - Culinary Excursion on Ojców Village and
Ojcow National Park

During our trip we will get to know not only the flavors of Ojców and
the surrounding area, but also their natural values, which undoubtedly
have a great impact on the taste sensations.

We will start our trip from the passage to Gospodarstwo Rybackie
located in the Ojców National Park, there the secrets of conducting this
interesting activity and then we will show the secrets of smoking the
Ojcowski Trout - of course, it will not be without tasting this regional
delicacy.

Next, we will go for a walk to the Krakowska Gate and the Spring of
Love (for volunteers, we suggest a trail to the Łokietek Cave and its
sightseeing for an additional fee - PLN 10 / adult, then descent to the
Krakowska Gate and the Spring of Love). At the spring time for rest,
then return to Ojców to the parking lot from where we will go to the
Castle in Pieskowa Skala.

On the way, we will stop at a unique place on our culinary trail. "As in
Old Times" is a place where we will taste regional products: cold meats,
cheeses, cakes and of course we will taste the famous "Praojca Bread"
baked here by traditional method for 100 years. Something about
bread ...

"At the times when Karol Wojtyla ruled the Krakow Metropolitan,
Father Stanisław Dziwisz brought him wheat-rye bread with caraway
from the bakery from Adamski, and when he was at the Vatican, he
provided him with the Bread Bunnel bread as soon as he was visiting
..."

Next, take the road and head towards Maczuga Hercules and the
Castle in Pieskowa Skala (for those willing to explore - additional price).

This is not the end of the journey culinary trail Ojcow ... At the end of a
short trip to Winnica Krokoszówka waiting for us to visit her and tasting
the local wine.

The price includes:
- guide care
- tasting of regional products: cold meats, cheeses, cakes with Praojca
bread.
- visit to the Rybna Wildlife Farm with a show of smoking of Ojcowski
Trout and tasting,
- visiting the vineyard about 11 km from Ojcow connected with wine
tasting

The price does not include:
- additional options not included in the offer price
- transport and parking fees, own group transport, the possibility of
organizing an extra charge by the office.

Tours for organized adult groups in Ojcow National Park
Trips for organized groups of adults are led by tourist guides through tourist routes designated by the
management of the Ojcow National Park
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- the possibility of shopping for tasted products
- the opportunity to try baking a cake 

Additional options for an extra charge
- organizing a feast outdoors around a bonfire or grill, taking into
account paternal flavors - the cost depends on the set menu, location,
duration
- carriage ride - individual cost determined - depends on the time and
place of travel,
- in addition, it is possible to visit other tourist facilities in Ojców,
- the opportunity to buy tasted products
- the opportunity to try baking a cake 
---
Price: 200 PLN / person with a minimum of 20 people in a group.
Individuals on request.

Price list for 2022

a minimum of 20 people in a group 200 PLN / person

 Additional information:  Included in the price:

 Warning
Organizator

Biuro Podróży
ECOTRAVEL

tel./fax. 0-12 681 36 92
rezerwacja@ecotravel.p
www.ecotravel.pl

Sightseeing time: about 4-7 hours depending on the route.

 For groups, organized and individual groups, it is possible to plan
your own trip, choose objects and set your own sightseeing route !!!

 one guardian for 10 students - for free! (in the case of school
groups)

 with fewer participants, the price to be determined

hiring a tourist guide of the Ojcowski National Park for the duration
of the trip (1 guide max. 50 participants - basic Park Regulations),

 entry to tourist facilities by selected route

prices do not include bus travel and parking fees

 there is a possibility of bus transport - to be agreed

 there is a possibility to organize a bonfire with sausages and
carriage rides

 there is a possibility to order meals for the entire group
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